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ERRATUM

The article of Michael Stober entitled Entrapment, published in (1976) Revue générale de droit, pp. 25 ss. should be read in the light of the following corrections:

P. 48 Footnote 99
... (R.C.C.A.) should read
(1924) 3 D.C.R. 794 (B.C.C.A.)

P. 59 1st paragraph line 2
... of an inherent «prosecution» should read
... certain courts of an inherent discretion

P. 62 footnote 173
... «(1975)» S.C.R. 649 should read
... (1974) S.C.R. 649
... «(1974)» 24 CRNS 159
... (1973) 12 C.C.C. (2d) 337

P. 63 7th paragraph 5th line
(Little «&» the unknown «purchaser» were the «Sellers») should read
(Little and the unknown seller were the traffickers)...

P. 65 2nd paragraph 10th line
... the «actus reus» was not committed should read
... the offence was not committed

ADDENDA

The following cases are important and were not available or not mentioned by me at the time of publication of the article:

Leave to appeal to Supreme Court of Canada granted November 15, 1976.


Régina v. Scheller et al. (No. 1) (1977) 32 C.C.C. (2d) 273 (Ont. Ct. Ont.)

Régina v. Scheller et al. (No. 2) (1977) 32 C.C.C. (2d) 286 (Ont. C.A.)

Régina v. Thorpe (1973) 11 C.C.C. (2d) 502 (Ont. Co. Ct.)

Rourke, Daniel David v. Queen — unreported.